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Country representative for Denmark
BMW K1200GT
I was born in Naestved, Zealand, in 1968.
Educated firefighter in 1988 in the Civilian Defense, left in 2003 as a Master Sergeant.
1 year as Security officer at Copenhagen Airport.
In 2004 I joined the Rescue and Firefighting service in Copenhagen Airport as a firefighter.
I’m an instructor, in Sea rescue, Flight crew evacuation at sea and Maritime Certificates, at CARFA
Copenhagen Airport Rescue and Firefighting Academy.
Joined as the first Red Knight in Denmark in 2016, formed the Chapter in 2018 as President and just
helped Danmark 2 on its feet.
The European board has done a good job so far. I see my task as promoting cohesion of the chapters
in the different countries and make the club grow. We live in the European community and the
diversity of members are making us strong, that’s why we accepts members of other countries as
members in the Danmark1 chapter. In Europe, we still have countries, where Red Knights MC is
unknown. We all have to work to change that and I’ll try my best to make it happen.
Besides Danish and English, I also understand German, even if I’m very unsure of the pronunciation.
In addition to being the president of DK1 and the country representative, I have made the protection
of firefighters, my goal, through the vice chairmanship of the Danish Firefighter Cancer association,
where we work for the acceptance of 14 different cancers as a work injury . We have a great network
all over Europe, that will come in handy for the work for Red Knights MC too.

I love the club and the members in it , this family is here to stay and grow.
Best wishes
Jan Winther

